1
Much of the electricity of Samuel's poem, Mundorum Explicatio (1661), derives from its origin in his father's prophetic visions and angelic encounters, which Samuel had witnessed as a young man. Milton's Paradise Lost, I would argue, similarly derives from the coincidence between the imaginary and the real, the latter based in Milton's case on prophetic insight.
2
In Samuel's writings, and those of his father, spiritual vision and material vision merge. There is a dialogue between the physical world of the senses, and the inward world, and this dialogue informs both prophecy and poetic composition. It explains, in part, how angels continue to be vital in the world of the Restoration, despite -perhaps because of -experimental science, and an unsympathetic, anti-enthusiastic religious culture. However, there is a specific sense in which restraints are placed upon this dialogue, through which the imaginary and the real become non-identical, though still closely linked. Pordage passed from religious orthodoxy through experimental divinity into an occult visionary period, thence to a revised spiritual vision that was finally accommodated in the Restoration to doctrinal quietism, during which period he was midwife to the Philadelphian movement. This chapter explores the story of the Pordage family as a means of understanding the fortunes of religious radicalism and its shifting relationship with angels in the later seventeenth century.
Looking back on the spread of heresy in 1650s England, Richard Baxter identified five principal new sects: Vanists, Seekers, Ranters, Quakers and Behmenists. Four of these (excluding the Quakers) had experimental relationships with angels, writing about them in innovative ways and seeking closer communion with them. The radical speculation of the 1640s and 1650s, powered by political turmoil, apocalypticism, mysticism, fears and anxieties about social change, spawned a more fervent interest in angels. Angels seemed more immediate. In a sense, all mid-century religious radicals can be described as Seekers, actively pursuing the spirit through internal paths, rejecting outward forms as a means of identifying the true God, and for Seekers angels had a powerful valence as metaphors and a means of reflecting upon society, and offered a language with which to reflect on spiritual experience.
These angels were not only in the imagination, however. Of the Behmenists, Baxter writes, 'The cheifest of these in England are Dr. Pordage and his Family, who live together in Community, and pretend to hold visible and sensible Communion with Angels, whom they sometime see, and sometime smell, &c.' Baxter had spoken to one of John Pordage's communion, who did not know 'whether it were with the Eye of the Body or of the Mind' that he saw angels.
3 Baxter thought the former unlikely, as 'God hath not judged' converse with angels 'suitable to our Condition here in the Flesh'. 4 Few knew of Pordage's angelic conversations, as he sought to keep them within his spiritual family. However, resentment in the local community, the personal animus of one Christopher Fowler, and envy over both Pordage's comfortable benefice and godly reputation, prompted accusations and a hearing before church commissioners that resulted in ejection from his living. The story of his conversations bubbled briefly in the pamphlet press. Still, little would be known if his charismatic spiritual leadership had not resulted in a trail of unpublished manuscripts in the Bodleian library that make it possible to follow his subsequent spiritual journey.
John Dee's conversations with angels (discussed in Stephen Clucas' chapter above) were infamous throughout the seventeenth century. 
